Abstract. The Farley-Buneman instability is a collisional two-stream instability observed in the E-region ionosphere at altitudes in the range 90-120km. While linear theory predicts the dominant wavelengths, it cannot fully describe the behavior of this nonlinearly saturated instability as observed by radar and rocket measurements. This paper explores the nonlinear behavior of this phenomenon and the resulting waves through simulations and theory. Our 2D simulations model wave behavior in the plane perpendicular to the Earth's magnetic eld, applying a uid model to describe the electron dynamics and either a particle or a uid model to describe ion behavior. The results show the growth, saturation and nonlinear behavior of the instability for a much longer period of time than was possible with the pure particle codes used in previous studies. These simulations show: (1) growth of Farley-Buneman waves, (2) the development of secondary waves which propagate along the extrema and perpendicular to the Farley-Buneman waves, (3) turning of the primary waves away from the electron drift direction, (4) a saturated wave phase velocity below the one predicted by linear theory but above the acoustic speed and (5) nonlinear electron E B 0 drifting dominates the behavior of the saturated waves. This paper describes the both the simulation techniques and fundamental results. Additionally, this paper outlines a theory explaining the dominant nonlinear process seen in this instability.
Introduction
In the lower ionosphere, at roughly 100km altitude, large currents ow at the equator forming the E-region electrojet. When the electron velocity exceeds a certain critical amplitude, a streaming instability, called the Farley-Buneman or two-stream instability, develops. While the simple, linear aspects of this instability were introduced about 30 years ago, much remains unexplained about its nonlinear evolution. This paper studies such features using the rst simulations capable of modeling this instability in a saturated state and outlines a theory based on the results of these simulations. A second paper will show that the spectra resulting from these simulations match those from radar observations of type I echoes quite well. 1 Now at Max-Planck-Institut f ur Aeronomie, Postfach 20, D-37189 Katlenburg-Lindau, Germany
The simulations described in this paper demonstrate that nonlinear electron motion dominates the behavior of these waves, having e ects far more profound than those due to linear ion kinetic e ects and possibly also to electron kinetic e ects. The response of the electrons to the electric eld created by the two-stream waves causes small-scale waves to develop on the crests of the two-stream waves. These secondary waves travel mostly parallel to, and in the opposite direction as, the vertical electrojet eld, E 0 , points. Similar smallscale waves develop in valleys of the principal waves and travel mostly parallel to and in the same direction as E 0 . Since this electron motion results from an E B drift, where E is the perturbed electric eld created by two-stream waves and B is the geomagnetic eld we call this motion \nonlinear electron E B drifting." It is extremely likely that this e ect accounts for the vertically propagating component of type I echoes. Also, coupling between these secondary waves and the principal waves plays a role in turning the primary wave o the drift direction and may also play a crucial role in reducing the e ective phase velocity and in saturating the primary waves.
This paper begins with a brief description of background material and follows with a description of the numerical methods used. These methods are both novel and broadly applicable in the study of the E-region ionosphere, and so we present them in some detail. We then discuss the results of applying these techniques to studying the Farley-Buneman instability in the electrojet. By modifying the basic equations and a few important parameters used in the simulations, we show that the dominant nonlinear behavior results from electron E B drifting. The paper then discusses the implications of these drifts and outlines a theoretical explanation of their growth and behavior.
Background
Amateur radio operators probably were the rst to observe the strong echoes and distinct Doppler shifts of the type I radar echoes. The rst reference to these echoes in the scienti c literature was by Bowles 1954] , who used a VHF radar in the polar ionosphere to measure a Doppler shifted radar spectrum. Five years later Bowles et al. 1960 ] reported on similar echoes observed in the equatorial electrojet. Shortly after this Farley 1963] and Buneman 1963] proposed kinetic and uid theories explaining the origin of these echoes. Since then, hundreds of papers describing observations and theories have been published. Numerous review papers and books, including Farley and Balsley 1973] , Farley 1979 ], Fejer and Kelley 1980] , Farley 1985] and Kelley 1989 ] survey this topic with varying degrees of detail. Also, the recently published thesis by Oppenheim 1995] reviews the literature concerning the Farley-Buneman instability and includes much of the content of this paper but in greater detail.
The earliest simulations of the Farley-Buneman instability were conducted in the late 1970s by Newman and Ott Newman, 1979; Newman and Ott, 1981] . These were pure uid simulations with an enhanced, wavelength-dependent viscosity to model the important kinetic Landau damping e ect. This approach di ers only slightly from our own two-uid model, except that the algorithm they applied to solve for the electron behavior contained an unfortunate aw. We will describe the origin of this problem and a method of correcting it. In spite of this problem, those simulations still showed that the dominant waves propagated in a direction not strictly parallel to the direction of the electron drift.
The next set of simulations was conducted in the mid-1980's by Machida and Goertz 1988] . They used a pure particle-in cell (PIC) Birdsall and Langdon, 1985] code to model the polar Farley-Buneman instability. These simulations modeled wave activity in a plane parallel to the Earth's magnetic eld and perpendicular to the plane used in our simulations. This geometry neglects the largest nonlinear term of the uid equations, those resulting from the nonlinear electron E B 0 drifts. Hence, di erent mechanisms saturated the waves in their simulations than those responsible for saturation in our simulations.
The principal purpose of the simulations by Machida and Goertz was to distinguish between proposed electron heating mechanisms, a topic upon which our work only touches. They concluded that the mechanism they observed was compatible with those proposed by Primdahl 1986], Robinson 1986] and Sudan 1983] but incompatible with the mechanism proposed by Schlegel and St.-Maurice 1981] . Schlegel and Thiemann 1994] repeated and extended this work to compare observations to simulations, also working in a plane parallel to the Earth's magnetic eld.
More recently, pure PIC simulations were conducted by Janhunen 1994b] . These simulations modeled the plane perpendicular to the Earth's magnetic eld and thus included the dominant nonlinear term neglected by Machida and Goertz. Janhunen observed two-stream waves develop and propagate, though he was unable to see them reach saturation due to the computational expense of the simulations. The main result he observed was the turning of the waves so that k E 0 < 0 where k is the wavevector and E 0 is the driving vertical electric eld. In Janhunen 1994a], he attributes saturation to this wave turning. Additionally, Janhunen observed no wave heating due to electron kinetics in these simulations. Pure PIC codes su er from a number of problems and limitations which we will discuss in detail later.
Theoretical Background
This section explains and derives the linear theory of the Farley-Buneman instability. Though this material is not new, its review should clarify the foundation upon which our original work builds. All of the equations presented are in the MKS (SI) units system. We assume linear traveling waves evolve as exp i(k x ? !t)]. Since gravity has no appreciable e ect on these waves, we align the Earth's magnetic eld withẑ, and de ne the plane perpendicular to that eld as z = 0. This means that the electrojet's vertical electric eld points in thê y direction and this causes an electron drift in thex (east-west) direction. The elevation angle of a vector is the angle between that vector and an horizontal line in the (x; y) plane. The aspect angle of a vector is the angle between that vector and a vertical line in the (x; z) plane.
The Two-uid Theory of the Farley-Buneman Instability To derive the uid equations which govern the dominant processes in the electrojet, we make seven assumptions: (1) Perturbations in the magnetic eld have no appreciable a ect on the plasma, making the physics largely electrostatic. (2) The Earth's magnetic eld has no in uence on the ions because the ion-neutral collision rate ( i ) substantially exceeds the ion cyclotron frequency ( i ), such that on average each ion collides multiple times per cyclotron period (2 i ) ?1 . (3) Given electric elds of millivolts per meter, 0.1 ms timescales, meter-scale wavelengths, and charged particle densities on the order of 10 11 m ?3 , the condition that n i n e n is valid to within one part per million. This assumption of quasineutrality implies that, instead of using Poisson's equation to determine the electric potential, we use r J = 0. Since n i and n e are essentially indistinguishable, we (4) have only one continuity equation, @n=@t = r (nv e ) = r (nv i are the ion-neutral and electron-neutral collision rates, e is the electron cyclotron frequency in the Earth's magnetic eld, and P i and P e are the ion and electron pressure tensors which we simplify by applying an adiabatic or isothermal model.
The left-hand side of the potential equation (3) contains two nonlinear terms, r r n and r rn ẑ. If we neglect these terms then Poisson's equation governs the electric potential. However, the second of these terms, which represents the nonlinear perturbed electron E B drift is multiplied by the dimensionless scalar, , the ratio of the Hall and Pedersen mobilities. In the E-region, is a large number ( 100). Even a small density perturbation can make this term signi cant and our simulations demonstrate that this term in fact dominates the nonlinear behavior of the instability.
Linear Fluid Theory
Linearizing the uid equations, (1) - (3) 
where 0 e i =( e i ) . The growth rate equation, (5), predicts that the system will become linearly unstable and sustain wave growth when
These relations also predict that ! i increases with increasing k x , making the shortest linearly unstable wavelengths dominant. This does not agree with the experimental evidence Pfa et al., 1987a] which shows that the shortest wavelengths in the system are on the order of a meter. We will see below that ion kinetic e ects damp out the shortest wavelength modes.
The full, three dimensional, linear uid theory adds an interesting feature to this dispersion relation. A wave traveling with a small but nite component parallel to the magnetic eld (ie., k B 6 = 0) may have a slightly higher growth rate than the same wave traveling strictly perpendicular to B (Ossakow 1975] ). For E-region parameters, the aspect angle with the maximum growth rate is only a fraction of a degree and the increase in the growth rate at this aspect angle is only a few percent. Beyond that small aspect angle the growth rate drops rapidly and waves with aspect angles larger than a degree being strongly damped. For this reason, a two-dimensional model, while clearly not complete, probably describes the dominant physical processes quite well.
Linear Kinetic Theory
The linear uid theory predicts a growth rate which, for large k x , increases monotonically with wavenumber. This presents an almost intractable problem for simulations because an extended range of scale sizes would contain substantial amounts of energy. Also, such a system would undoubtably be strongly turbulent. Fortunately, as Farley 1963] and Schmidt and Gary 1973] showed, the kinetic theory describing ion motion predicts a strong linear damping of short wavelength modes.
In order to obtain a kinetic dispersion relation, we follow the approach of Schmidt and Gary 1973] . The electrons behave as a uid while the distribution of the ions evolves according to the Boltzmann equation. The fact that the ions collide almost exclusively with the neutral gas means that the BGK Bhatnagar et al., 1954; Greene, 1973] operator approximates the ion collision term quite well. These assumptions enable us to obtain a two dimensional, linear, kinetic dispersion relationship in the the plane perpendicular to the magnetic eld, Figure 1 compares the solution of the dispersion relation for a two-uid system to that obtained in a hybrid system with kinetic ions and uid electrons. Two important e ects appear in this gure. First, the growth rate peaks at a speci c, nite, wave number. The location of this peak depends on the parameters which appear in (7). Second, the frequency predicted for a speci c wavenumber is reduced from the value predicted by uid theory. This has the e ect of reducing the phase velocity for all modes.
Simulation Methods
Our simulations incorporate the essential ion kinetic e ects in two ways. First, we use a hybrid code which approximates ion dynamics with a particle-in-cell (PIC) method and electron motion with a uid method. Second, we use a two-uid code which treats both ions and electrons as uids, adding the necessary short wavelength damping through an enhanced, wavelengthdependent, ion-neutral collision rate.
Both codes use the uid model of electron behavior described by (3). This neglects electron inertial and kinetic e ects. We further simplify this equation by reducing it to two dimensions and limiting the electron temperature e ects by assuming isothermal ( e = 1) or adiabatic ( e = 2) behavior. These assumptions enable us to write the equation for the electrostatic potential as follows: nr 2 + r rn + r rn ẑ = e T e K e r 2 n (9) +E 0 rn + E 0 rn ẑ + (1 + 2 ) m e e e r (nv i ) The crucial nonlinear term,ẑ r rn, is multiplied by the factor which, in the case of the E-region, is a large number ( 100) making the nonlinear term the same order of magnitude as the linear terms, even for fairly small density variations. As we will see, this term also makes solving equation (9) for numerically a very di cult task.
Numerical Potential Solver
Solving (9) numerically has been one of the principal di culties in studying two-stream waves, to the extent that it was was done incorrectly in at least one published result Newman and Ott, 1981] . A major accomplishment of our work has been the development of a technique which allows one to obtain accurate solutions to (9) for almost all density perturbations. This section describes our methods and the error in that used by Newman and Ott 1981] .
While the complete set of uid equations, (1) - (3), are nonlinear, the equation which must be solved for (x; y; t) is linear because our numerical method assumes that when we solve for (x; y; t), n(x; y) is xed.
When we use nite di erence techniques to convert equation (9) into a matrix problem, Ax = b, the resulting matrix problem is also linear. For an excellent discussion of nite di erence techniques applied to partial di erential equations (PDE), see Press et al. 1988 ], chapter 19, or Ames 1977] .
When the maximum density perturbation in the simulation is small (i.e. less than 5%), a spectral method can solve equation (9) very rapidly. To apply this method we write it in the form r 2 m+1 = (rn r m + rn r m + T(x; y))=n: (10) where T(x; y) is the right-hand side (RHS) of equation (9) and m is an iteration counter. Initially, we guess a value of 0 (x; y). Using that guess, we apply nite difference methods to approximate the right hand side of equation (10). Then we Fourier transform this approximation, divide each (k x , k y ) mode by ?k 2 and take the inverse Fourier transform to yield a new 1 (x; y). We then use 1 (x; y) to generate a new value for the RHS of equation (10). We repeat this process until j m+1 ? m j < where is some acceptable error tolerance. When 100, this method works until the maximum density variation in the simulation exceeds approximately 10%. Beyond that it fails to converge because r rn r 2 and this type of method only converges when the left-hand side of the modeled equation (10) dominates the solution.
Solving the potential equation, (9), for arbitrary values of n(x; y) has proven far more di cult then solving it in the case where the density is relatively uniform. Three di culties arise. The rst di culty occurs because the matrix A, generated by applying nite di erence methods to the potential equation deviates substantially from a diagonally dominant form and evolves into a strongly asymmetric matrix as the nonlinear electron behavior becomes important ( r rn r 2 ).
Most linear sparse matrix solvers require either symmetric, antisymmetric or Hermitian matrices. The second di culty occurs because the dominant nonlinear term, r rn, of (9) generates large, o -diagonal elements in the matrix, A. Unfortunately, both the iterative spectral method described above and the commonly used successive-over-relaxation (SOR) method (see Press et al. 1988] ) require the diagonal elements in the matrix to dominate. Hence, neither of these methods converge when the nonlinear term, r rn, has roughly the same magnitude as the linear term r 2 .
The third and most troublesome di culty arises from the fact that appears in (9) only as r . Any function (x; y) which solves this potential equation remains a solution even if we add an arbitrary constant to it. Since this PDE does not have a unique solution, the matrix generated by applying nite di erence methods to it also should not have a unique solution. The matrix would then be singular and its determinant zero. The addition of another condition is necessary to render the matrix non-singular.
To obtain a solution to a non-symmetric, non-diagonally dominant sparse matrix we use a variant of the biconjugate gradient method called the quasi-minimal residual (QMR) approach, described in Freund and Nachtigal 1994] . This sophisticated solver works despite the rst two di culties described above. However, it is incapable of solving a singular matrix problem. This necessitates removing the singularity from the matrix before using QMR.
One can devise a nonsingular algorithm for determining the potential as follows. First, let's write equation (9) 
To obtain an algebraic approximation for this di erential equation we replace all spatial derivatives with a half-step, centered, nite di erence approximation. Thex component of equation (11) Again, we use linear interpolation to evaluate the potential at points not lying on the mesh. Following this prescription in two dimensions yields an equation for the potential at a mesh point, i;j , in terms of the eight surrounding mesh points. The terms referencing the diagonal neighbors of i;j result from the nonlinear terms in the potential equation and the two-step process of applying the nite di erence equations described above. Generating an equation of this type for the potential at each mesh point enables us to write the system in the form Ax = b where x is a vector made up of all the potentials, i;j , A is a matrix of coe cients multiplying i;j and b results from applying half-step, centered, nite di erence techniques to the known quantities on the right-hand side of equation (11).
The matrix A shows nine diagonal stripes. It is asymmetric and not diagonally dominant (ie., the term lying on the main diagonal is not larger than the sum of the remaining terms in that row). Most importantly, this matrix is singular.
The singularity of matrix A results from applying periodic boundary conditions in both directions. To eliminate the singularity we need an additional condition. One appropriate condition requires that the D.C. component of the potential equal zero. This is a very di cult condition to apply in a non-spectral solver because it is a global property. An alternate, functionally equivalent condition is to set (x; y) to zero at one point in the simulation. On the mesh, this means dropping the nite di erence equation of one node (for example, at (x 0 ; y 0 )) and using the equation (x 0 ; y 0 ) = 0 instead. In matrix notation this means discarding a row and a column of the singular matrix.
The node which has been set to zero has a discarded nite di erence equation associated with it. After a solution for the remaining nite di erence equations has been found, a test should be performed: the discarded equation should be evaluated to determine if it still applies despite the added restriction of (x 0 ; y 0 ) = 0. If not, then the nite di erencing has not been done properly.
Why the ux conserving method works while the non-conservative method fails
We now demonstrate that the nite di erence algorithm outlined above eliminates the singularity, without adding any inconsistent behavior at the node which was set to zero. Taking all the equations for i;j except for that which has been set to zero and summing them, we observe that all the terms cancel except those resulting from nodes neighboring the eliminated one. This implies that the equation we dropped in order to set the potential at one node to zero is still satis ed.
The error in the simulations by Newman and Ott 1981] result from mishandling the singularity of the potential equation. To generate their matrix, they use a nite di erence approximation of equation (9) in a non-ux conserving form. To eliminate the matrix singularity, they set the value of the potential at one grid point to zero and drop the associated di erence equation. However, when one sums the components in this matrix, one nds that the equation dropped in order to set to zero at one node is no longer satis ed. Therefore, the solution of this matrix problem fails to accurately represent the di erential equation (9) near this point. Numerically, this causes anomalous behavior and error growth at this point. This numerical aw generate a substantial amount of short wavelength noise which they eliminate by ltering. For a more detailed explanation of why this method works and the nonconservative method used by Newman fails please refer to Oppenheim 1995] .
Hybrid Code
We have successfully incorporated the boundary value solver described above into a hybrid uid-PIC code. Our hybrid code applies standard particle-in-cell (PIC) methods to the ions while treating the uid electrons as described above. This means that the ions are represented by a set of \macro-particles." Initially, we place these particles randomly into the two-dimensional space of our simulation. We also assign them a randomly generated Maxwellian distribution of velocities in three dimensions. From the particle positions and velocities, we approximate the density and current using PIC weighting (see Birdsall and Langdon 1985] ). We then use the algorithm described above to solve for the electrostatic potential. The positions of the particles are advanced by numerically approximating the Lorentz force equation using a Boris mover which includes magnetic effects Boris, 1970] . Based on collisional cross sections, an appropriate fraction of particles are scattered using an ion-neutral collision algorithm Boyd, 1991] . Finally, we reevaluate the densities and currents, and repeat the cycle just described every timestep.
Our collision algorithm works as follows. At each time step, we determine the number of ions which will collide with neutral particles given a speci c ion-neutral scattering cross-section, the densities, and the neutral gas temperature. Selecting an ion at random, we generate a random neutral particle by assuming the neutrals have a Maxwellian thermal distribution. In order to allow faster traveling ions to collide more frequently than slower ones, we only collide an ion-neutral pair if the relative velocity between them exceeds a random number with a value between zero and the highest relative velocity encountered in the simulation thus far. For each colliding pair, we calculate the velocities resulting from an elastic collision in the center-of-mass frame. This gives us a new velocity for the colliding ion which we then translate back into the simulation frame of reference. We do not retain knowledge of the colliding neutral particle. Since we know the ion velocities in three dimensions, we can calculate the full collisional e ects including those caused by energy scattering into and out of the plane of the simulation.
Modeling ion behavior with a PIC method allows us to include all kinetic ion e ects at the expense of slow computation and the introduction of background noise due to the nite size and limited number of particles. Even using nearly a million particles on a 64 by 64 mesh, random uctuations in the particle locations lead to an expected standard deviation of 2% to 3% in the number of particles per cell. This level is comparable to the fully developed pure two-stream waves when the driving electric eld is near the minimum threshold for the instability. To compensate for this noise, we raise the driving electric eld, E 0y , to a value slightly larger than typically measured in the equatorial electrojet and use a short wavelength lter to further reduce the particle noise (see Birdsall and Langdon 1985] , Appendix B).
The Problems with Pure PIC Codes
The disadvantage of using a PIC method to model both ion and electron behavior as done by Machida and Goertz 1988] and Janhunen 1994b] arises from three features of such methods. First, PIC methods require vast amounts of computer time because they resolve the high frequency behavior of hundreds of thousands to millions of electrons, although the instability being studied evolves at the much slower timescales characteristic of the ion motion. Second, in order to perform the simulations using realistic values of the driving physical parameters while still using a reasonable amount of computer time, the electron mass must be arti cially raised; both Machida and Goertz 1988] and Janhunen 1994b] set m i =m e = 100, while the actual ratio m i =m e is closer to 50,000. The magnitude of this ratio a ects a number of fundamental features of the simulation, such as growth rate and phase velocity. Our simulations bypass these problems by modeling the electrons as a massless uid. Third, particle codes generate large amounts of numerical noise. This presents a problem for modeling E region plasma phenomena, where the di erence between electron and ion densities is typically less than one part in a million. This means that statistical uctuations cause di erences between the ion and electron densities at least four orders of magnitude larger than those found in the electrojet. These differences cause substantial electric elds at the smallest scale sizes of the mesh which one would not expect in nature. Fortunately, these di erences become smaller as one looks at longer wavelengths and both Machida and Janhunen see growth of waves at the appropriate, long wavelengths. Nevertheless, a problem may arise because these nonlinear codes eventually couple long and short wavelengths modes together. If a large numerical error exists at the short wavelengths, this may very well a ect the longer, more important wavelengths.
The Two-Fluid Model
The two-uid code simulates the behavior of the Farley-Buneman instability with far less numerical noise and more rapidly than does the hybrid code. However, a crucial problem arrises. A pure uid code normally neglects kinetic e ects, but, in order to preform a realistic simulation, it is necessary to incorporate at least some form of linear ion kinetic damping to suppress the shot wavelength modes. The following section describes our implementation of a two-uid code with this additional damping.
We need to solve the time-dependent components of the two-uid system of equations, (1) -(2). Since the nite di erence equations we use to approximate the spatial components of these equations are second order accurate, we chose to use the midpoint method, which is also second order accurate with respect to time (see Press et al. 1988] , chapter 16). This method requires that we solve the boundary value equation, (3), twice for each time step. We use the same boundary value equation solver employed in the hybrid code.
We further simplify the two-uid equations by reducing the vector equation for the ion uid momentum, (1), to a scalar equation. Since the curl of the ion velocity can be shown to damp away rapidly, we assume the velocity is curl-free and write it as the gradient of a scalar. We also assume that the ions are isothermal. (16) where v id is the zero-order ion-Pederson drift.
To include linear kinetic damping, we convert i to i (k) in the update equation for v i , (1). In order to determine an appropriate i , we solve the linear kinetic dispersion relation of equation (7) with the desired simulation parameters. We then use the resulting growth rate, ! i , in the linear two-uid dispersion relation, (4), and solve for i , which we call i (k). By requiring that i (k) be real, we do not match the two-uid frequency, ! r , perfectly with the kinetic frequency. Underlying this approach is the assumption that the only appreciable kinetic e ect is linear ion Landau resonance and that the details of this e ect are unimportant except that it damps short wavelength modes. Of course, it would be di cult to assess the validity of this procedure had we not done the hybrid simulations.
Simulation Results
This section describes the results of our simulations with an emphasis on describing the dominant nonlinear behavior, i.e. the nonlinear electron E B drifts. We also discuss the e ects of varying parameters such as electron drift velocity and electron temperature. We do not present the spectra resulting from the simulations nor a detailed comparison between simulations and observations, as this will be the emphasis of a following paper. Most of the results presented below derive from the hybrid code because the results from the two-uid code display a aw which we never fully overcame. In spite of this problem, the two-uid code shows saturation levels and wave behavior similar to those from the hybrid code. The two-uid code and its aw will be discussed in more detail below.
Overview of the Hybrid Simulation Results
Our discussion of the hybrid simulation focuses on two sets of runs. First, we de ne a \baseline" simula- The second set of simulations mimic electrojet conditions more accurately than the baseline set by using a lower driving force of E 0y = 15mV=m. However, if we change only this parameter in the baseline simulation, no Farley-Buneman waves develop because the large amount of particle noise obscures wave growth. Reducing the grid resolution to 32 32 halves the e ective particle noise, enabling us to resolve waves generated by a E 0y = 15mV=m (V d = 600m=s) driving electric eld. With this more realistic driving eld, we obtain qualitatively similar results to the baseline simulation. Unfortunately, the resolution of a 32 32 mesh is poor.
We performed one run with E 0y = 15mV=m on a 64 by 64 mesh using four times the number of particles as in the baseline case (3.6 million particles). We refer to this run as the \V d = 600m=s case."
A Qualitative Description of the Simulations case. Viewing a series of these density images as a motion picture reveals the dominant nonlinear behavior of these waves far more clearly than is possible by looking at still images. We have made these motion pictures available in the MPEG format. They may be viewed through WWW browser with video capabil- Figure 2 . Density of waves in a saturated state for the high-resolution, low-driving force case. The primary wave front propagates rightward. The boldface arrow indicates the direction in which a local maximum travels with respect to the primary wave front. As the primary waves travel rightward, the crests of the waves travel upward along the wave fronts. Likewise, local density minima travel not only rightward but also downward. The arrow labeled \Bent Wave" points to a primary wave which has turned o the E 0 B 0 direction. ity such as MOSAIC or NETSCAPE at the address http://www.ee.cornell.edu/ meers/fbi-movies.html or http://www.mpae.gwdg.de/publications/Oppenheim.
The motion pictures show the growth of two-stream waves starting from particle noise and continuing well beyond wave saturation. A number of interesting features are apparent. First, the waves grow roughly as described by linear kinetic theory, with the waves having the highest linear growth rate growing fastest. Color motion pictures of the V d = 600m=s simulation show simple, coherent waves spanning the height of the simulation. The rst nonlinear e ect apparent in the motion pictures is the development of secondary waves traveling upward (opposite to E 0y ) on the density crests and downward (parallel to E 0y ) in the valleys of the principal waves as shown in Figure 2 .
While the dominant waves travel principally toward the right, one also observes waves traveling diagonally up and to the right and, to a lesser extent, down and to the right. This causes the dominant direction of wave propagation to appear to travel up and to the right.
For the V d = 600m=s simulation, this e ect is barely visible, but as we increase the electron drift speed, V d , this e ect becomes increasingly pronounced until the dominant mode travels at a 45 degree angle with respect to the electron drift direction. We refer to this as wave turning.
In one particular low resolution run, with a 32 by 32 mesh and a low driving force, we observe a sequence of events leading to saturation. Initially, the principal waves grow and travel to the right. Then, secondary waves begin traveling upward on the crests and downward in the valleys. The principal waves turn, developing vertical components. However, during the initial growth stage of this low resolution run, one of the primary waves fails to turn and continues growing while the other primary waves in this simulation appear to stop growing. Then, the secondary waves, on this large wave, become very pronounced. After a short while, this wave quickly turns and, almost immediately, its magnitude diminishes to a level comparable with the other waves. As time continues, these waves grow, turn and shrink again, though never again as dramatically as the rst wave. The sequence of events seen in this simulation leads us to believe that when the secondary waves reach some critical magnitude they cause the primary waves to turn and drop in magnitude. These \bent" (k z 6 = 0) primary waves have a lower linear growth rate than do horizontally (k z = 0) propagating primary waves. This reduced growth rate, combined with the interaction between primary and secondary waves, appears to lead to the saturated state.
When these same density waves are viewed as a greyscale movie, the secondary waves are accompanied by another feature which does not stand out in the colormap version. At the edges, or nulls, of the principal waves (i.e., along the n n 0 lines), a rippling develops. Sometimes these ripples develop into eddies which break o from the principal wave. These \caviton-like" density depressions tend to move much more slowly than the Farley-Buneman waves and usually disintegrate after the next wave front collides with them. In the process, though, they interact with this oncoming wave, and lose some of their coherence.
Drift Velocity E ects
An important parameter in these simulations is the strength of the driving electric eld, E 0y . This eld supplies free energy to the system and, according to linear theory, determines a number of important behaviors.
First, as jE 0y j increases, the zero-order electron drift speed, jV d j = jE 0y =B 0 j, increases. According to linear uid theory, an increased electron drift speed causes the phase velocity of the wave, V ph , to increase proportionally and the growth rate, e , to increase as described by (5). Linear kinetic theory reduces the phase velocity a little, and reduces the growth rate, especially for short wavelengths, considerably below those predicted by (5).
We expect the wavelength with the largest growth rate to dominate the simulation, though nonlinear effects may change this somewhat. We also expect Farley-Buneman waves to develop a vertical compo- The baseline case is the bold line. The relative growth rates between simulations behave as predicted by linear theory. Hence, in the left gure, the growth rate scales proportionally to the square of the drift velocity and, in the right one, the growth rate scales with the negative of the square of the acoustic speed. and the saturation magnitude need not be simple. As nonlinear e ects increase, we expect spectral broadening, more coupling between modes and, perhaps, turbulent behavior. Some of our predictions were validated by the simulations, while others failed. Figure 3 The harder driven systems (V d 800m=s) run into the limitations of our hybrid simulation. First, linear kinetic theory predicts growth down to a size considerably smaller than the dominant mode allowed in the simulation. Further, the evidence from the polar Farley-Buneman instability indicates that, for the case where the system is driven by a large E 0y , electron heating occurs. These simulations are incapable of modeling that phenomenon because our uid model assumes isothermal electron behavior with no heating mecha-nism allowed. Incorporating such a mechanism should be possible, but has not yet been done.
The motion pictures show that increasing the driving force causes the nonlinear e ects to become more pronounced. The secondary waves traveling on the crests and in the valleys of the principal waves become more obvious. Also, the eddies at the edges of these waves seem larger and interact more substantially with the principal waves. In the low drift-speed simulation (V d = 600m=s) the secondary waves and eddies clearly a ect the primary waves, but remain relatively distinct from them. In the highest drift-speed simulations (V d 1200m=s) the eddies and secondary waves disrupt the primary waves to such a degree that distinguishing between primary and secondary waves becomes di cult.
Spectral analysis reveals a number of unpredicted features. One sees that the dominant mode does not travel exactly parallel to the electron drift direction, but instead propagates with a substantial vertical component. As we increase the driving electric eld, jE 0y j, the magnitude of this vertical component increases but it never exceeds the horizonal component. These waves do not travel at the speeds predicted by linear theory, but instead move with a phase velocity between the linear theory velocity and the acoustic velocity. This e ect is especially pronounced in cases involving large driving electric elds, where V d and C s are markedly di erent. We also see the development of long wavelength modes that travel substantially slower than the sound speed. These do not develop until the simulation saturates and seem to result from coupling between the stronger, short wavelength, modes. This will be discussed in detail in paper 2.
Electron Temperature E ects
The baseline case assumes isothermal electrons with T e = T n . This is not always a valid assumption and a more sophisticated model of electron kinetic e ects may be necessary, particularly for extrapolating our results to the auroral two-stream instability. We nd, however, that drastically changing the electron temperature in the simulations has a minimal e ect on the behavior of the saturated waves. The pure particle simulations of Janhunen 1994b] and Machida and Goertz 1988] show that, when one drives a Farley-Buneman system with a large E 0y , the electron temperature rises above the neutral temperature but does not display complex wavedependent electron kinetic e ects. Figure 3 shows the density variations versus time for three electron temperatures. Even for these extreme cases, the e ects are not dramatic.
Lowering the electron temperature has an e ect similar to raising the drift velocity because this too increases the di erence between V d and C s . The waves saturate at a higher magnitude, the largest mode has a greater vertical component (i.e., its direction of travel has a greater component opposite E 0y ), the waves become less coherent and show more turbulent motion. All these features travel more slowly as a result of the lower acoustic velocity.
Linearized Electron Behavior
Linearizing the electron behavior drastically changes the results of the simulations and reveals the importance of the nonlinear ẑ r rn term in equation (11). In order to eliminate this term from equation (11), our numerical method requires that we also eliminate the r rn term. Since this term is not multiplied by a factor of 100 as is theẑ r rn term, we assume that it has a relatively small e ect. Dropping these two terms from the potential equation reduces it to nr 2 = E 0 rn + ẑ E 0 rn + T e e r 2 n + ?r J i (17) which we solve with a pseudo-spectral Poisson solver. In this case, the waves saturate at amplitudes almost an order of magnitude larger than those obtained in the baseline simulation. Figure 4 shows a typical density pro le of the saturated waves obtained from a simulation employing linearized electron dynamics. These waves are far more monochromatic and uniform than those from the fully nonlinear simulation. The waves in this simulation saturate due to ion kinetic e ects, a di erent mechanism from the waves in the nonlinear simulation. In some linearized simulations, these waves also propagate with a small upward component. However, this preference for upward propagation only appears after the wave amplitude greatly exceeds that seen in fully nonlinear simulations. When we view linearized waves before saturation, we see no clear preference for upward traveling waves. This e ect may result from ion kinetic e ects. The pronounced di erences between the fully nonlinear simulations and those with linearized electron dy-namics make a strong case for the importance of the ẑ r rn term in the potential equation. The fully nonlinear simulation saturates at a much lower density perturbation level, n=n 0 , than does the linearized one.
Also, the linearized simulation shows no wave turning, secondary waves or mode coupling.
Ion Kinetic E ects
Ion kinetic e ects reduce the growth rate of short wavelength modes in our hybrid simulation. In principle, kinetic e ects could also play a role in saturation. However, this does not appear to be the case in the fully nonlinear simulations. When we plot out the phase space distribution of ions for a saturated system, we see little deviation from a Gaussian. If ion Landau damping were important, one would expect to see a stretching of the distribution around the resonant frequency, as described in Chapter 6 of Nicholson 1983] and Chapter 7 of Chen 1984] . The two dimensional, nonlinear electron E B drift appears to prevent the primary wave from becoming energetic enough to drive ion kinetic e ects.
This contrasts with the simulations where the electron behavior has been linearized. Figure 5 shows the clear signature of ion Landau damping. Further, when we watch the particle motion in phase space, we see evidence of particle trapping and wave breaking.
Potential Perturbations
In order to initiate the secondary, nonlinear E B drift waves, a perturbed electric eld with an amplitude similar in size to that of the primary, zero-order electric eld must exist. Figure 6 shows the perturbed electric eld from the saturated state of the V d = 600m=s case. The horizontal electric eld, E x , shows the wave structure of the saturated two-stream waves. The amplitude of this perturbed electric eld roughly doubles the ambient eld of 15mV=m with occasional peaks of three times this value. The vertical electric eld, E y , shows mostly noise with some structure matching that of the density perturbations. This structure results from the electric eld of the secondary waves traveling opposite to E 0y on the peaks and parallel to E 0y in the valleys of the primary waves. The largest values of E y appear at the points of maximum density variation. Rockets are capable of comparing density variations to electric eld variations in pure two-stream waves. Pfa et al. 1987b ] published one of the most extensive data sets on this topic from the CONDOR equatorial electrojet campaign. In the gradient-free upper electrojet, they observed density variations on the order of 10% and horizontal electric elds on the order of 10mV/m. Our V d = 600m=s simulation shows both higher density perturbations and higher elds than this. This may result from the relatively high ambient electric eld which we use to overcome particle noise. Other possible explanations of this discrepancy include how the measurements are made by the rockets or, possibly, the electron kinetic e ects neglected by the simulation.
Two-Fluid Code Results
The two-uid code gives results similar to those of the hybrid code. However, the two-uid code has a problem. When nonlinear terms dominate the solution, this code develops features with scale sizes close to the mesh size. Nonetheless, the two-uid code produces waves with similar saturation levels, nonlinear features, wave velocities and peak wavelengths as the hybrid code. Unfortunately, because of the small scale features, the two-uid code, in its current form, cannot stand on its own. It requires the hybrid results to eliminate serious doubts about its reliability. We present the results of a single two-uid simulation and compare these results to similar hybrid simulations. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the density perturbation of a two-uid simulation with parameters similar to those of the low-resolution (V d = 600m=s) hybrid simulation. The only parameter di erence is that the two-uid code simulates waves in a 4m by 4m box while the low resolution hybrid code simulates waves in a 3m by 6m box. Also, a small di erence in the ef- compared to the 32 32 hybrid simulation with matching parameters (dotted lines). The lower, smooth curves show the standard deviation of the density over the entire simulation area, hj n=n 0 j 2 i, while the upper, jagged, curves show the maximum density on the mesh at a given time. The extreme peaks of the upper, solid curve result from the problem in the uid code. Note that in spite of these peaks, the deviation of the perturbed densities for both systems is quite similar.
fective ion-neutral collisional damping rates may result from the di erent methods used by these two codes to model this e ect. Since the linear physics of the twouid code with k-dependent damping matches the linear physics of the hybrid code, we expect the growth rates and wavelength of maximum growth to match. However, the similar saturated wave amplitude implies that the same nonlinear physics probably dominates in both these codes. This match also suggests nonlinear ion kinetic e ects, absent from the two-uid code, do not play an important role in saturation beyond their linear Landau damping e ect.
Motion pictures of this uid simulation show many of the same fundamental features as do motion pictures of the comparable hybrid simulation. We see similar wavelength primary waves grow and propagate rightward. The secondary waves traveling upward along the crests and downward in the valleys of the primary waves appear, but are less pronounced. The viewer is distracted by the short wavelength peaks which develop due to the poor modeling of highly nonlinear behavior. Whenever a localized extremum develops, a large magnitude mesh-scale wave develops. These appear to be numerical in origin. This behavior undoubtably a ects the wave behavior. Nonetheless, as Figure 7 shows, the saturation amplitude matches that of the hybrid code implying that the exact details of short wavelength behavior do not in uence the saturation level of the two-stream waves. However, to make the two-uid code a reliable tool, this high k behavior needs to better re ect the physics of the electrojet and show less numerical error.
Outline of a Nonlinear Theory
This section brie y describes a theoretical analysis of the secondary waves caused by nonlinear electron E B drifts and their implications. We use a perturbation theory to describe this system as a set of coupled mother-daughter waves, where the mother waves are the linear, horizontally propagating waves and the daughter waves arise from the perturbed electric eld of the mother waves. This analysis is analogous to that of Sudan et al. 1973] and Kudeki et al. 1985 ], though applied to two-stream waves as opposed to the much longer wavelength gradient-drift waves. Though this theory is preliminary and in need of more detailed analysis, we outline these ideas here because they appear to yield a reasonable explanation of nonlinear behaviors appearing in the simulations and, probably, in the electrojet.
The following steps lead to a dispersion relation for the daughter waves. First, we represent the initial, horizontally traveling wave as a simple plane wave with the relationships between density, potential and velocity described by linear theory. We call these rst order waves the mother waves. Second, we postulate the existence of secondary (daughter) waves and describe them as simple traveling waves represented by complex exponential notation. These secondary waves respond to the nonlinear r rn ẑ term of (9) that does not a ect the primary waves. We derive the following dispersion relation for these secondary waves: where ! 2 and k 2 are the frequency and wavenumber of the daughter waves, k 1 is the wavenumber of the mother wave and 1c is the component of the perturbed electric eld which is in-phase with the peak density of the mother wave. The resulting dispersion relation contains all the terms of the standard uid Farley-Buneman instability dispersion relation, (4), with some important di erences and additions. First, the driving electric eld no longer originates from the electrojet's vertical electric eld, E 0y . Instead it arises from the perturbed, horizontal electric eld of the rst-order wave. Second, the zero-order electric eld appears in a pair of new terms, E o k 2 ẑ + E o k 2 , which may lead to an asymmetric growth rate with respect to the second order wavevector, k 2 . This analysis su ers from a number of weaknesses. In the simulations, these secondary waves appear as patches traveling both rightward with the mother waves and upward (opposite E 0y ) along the crests of these waves. The \patchiness" and the diagonal direction of travel implies that the spectra of these daughter waves are far more complex than assumed by this localapproximation type of analysis. Additionally, this type of perturbation analysis cannot explicitly explain the saturated state. That requires the daughter waves to a ect the mother waves. Also, to generate useful results from this method it may be necessary to use a kinetic model for ion behavior in order to accurately determine short wavelength behavior.
A similar analysis of secondary waves traveling on the edges instead of the crests of the rst-order waves generates a dispersion relation which shows that such waves are highly damped. This may explain why the secondary waves appear as patches localized to the maxima of the primary waves.
Summary of Results
The simulations presented here provide us with a better understanding of the two-stream waves observed in the equatorial electrojet. The rst substantial achievement of this project, making all the subsequent research possible, was the development of a numerical technique which correctly solved the potential equation, (3).
The dominant nonlinear e ect observed in the simulation arises from the nonlinear electron E B 0 , drift. This e ect derives from the ẑ r rn term in the potential equation, (3). Inclusion of this term in the simulations has a profound e ect on the numerical solutions, an e ect far greater than that caused by dramatically varying the electron temperature or even the electron drift speed. The nonlinear E B drift causes small scale waves to travel upward (opposite E 0y ) along the crests and downward (parallel E 0y ) in the valleys of the principal, mostly horizontal, waves. A nonlinear analysis uses perturbation theory to show that these secondary waves propagate and grow. It is likely that this e ect accounts for the vertically propagating component of type I echoes discussed by Kudeki et al. 1987] . Coupling between these secondary waves and the principal waves plays a role in turning the primary waves o the drift direction and probably also plays a crucial role in saturating and reducing the e ective phase velocity of the primary waves. The results of our simulations agree well with the existing observations of type I waves. The dominant waves are quite monochromatic, a result agreeing with the rocket observation of Pfa et al. 1987b ] and numerous radar observations. During periods of two-stream activity, radars detect waves with Doppler shifts which exceed their spectral width. They also measure verti-cally oriented density irregularities with no net Doppler shift and a spectral width of approximately twice the acoustic velocity. Our simulation displays both these features. Radars measure a wave phase velocity below that of the predicted linear phase velocity Cohen and Bowles, 1967; Hanuise and Crochet, 1981] . Our numerical simulations also produce phase velocities below the velocities predicted by linear theory, though somewhat above the acoustic velocity. We also see some evidence that the phase velocities remain constant within an extended range of elevation angles as rst observed by Cohen and Bowles 1967] . These features will be described in detail in paper 2.
Comparisons with Other Simulations
Earlier simulations of the Farley-Buneman instability were quite limited, but their results generally agree with our own. Newman and Ott 1981] presented simulations containing a serious numerical aw as described above and were hampered by limited computational resources. The Machida and Goertz 1988] simulations successfully compared various electron heating mechanisms proposed to explain observations in the polar two-stream instability. They modeled wave behavior in the plane parallel to the Earth's magnetic eld, neglecting the nonlinear e ects which play a crucial role in our simulations. The simulations most comparable to our own, by Janhunen 1994b], focused on the polar electrojet and modeled wave behavior in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic eld. These simulations su ered from noise problems typical of pure particlein-cell codes . Nonetheless Janhunen observed that the primary waves traveled at an angle with respect to the electron drift direction, such that k E 0 < 0. Our simulations also show this behavior as discussed more fully in paper 2. Janhunen also observed waves traveling at the velocity predicted by linear theory but this may result from his failure to reach a saturated state. Our results instead show waves traveling with phase velocities between the linear velocity and the acoustic speed.
Concluding remarks
The objective of this work was to answer a number of longstanding questions about the behavior in the Farley-Buneman instability. Within the limits of our simulation techniques, we have made some appreciable progress toward that end. Our hybrid code displays much of the behavior of the observed two-stream instability. The detailed information obtained from these simulations has enabled us to put forward a simple theory explaining a number of important nonlinear aspects of two-stream waves. We believe that both the simulations themselves and this theory will contribute to the understanding of plasma physics in the equatorial and, perhaps, auroral ionosphere.
